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1. Introduction

4. Challenges raised by automated
decision-making

Digital technologies1 such as artificial intelligence (AI) are
changing all human activities, at a pace that many commentators
argue is increasing2. There is currently no internationally
recognised technical or legal definition of AI. Commonly
misconceived as being a “single thing”3, AI is better understood
as a collection of general-purpose4, “advanced digital
technologies that enable machines to reproduce or surpass
abilities that would require intelligence if humans were to perform
them”5.

5. Selected parliamentary
responses
6. Current and proposed oversight
and accountability responses to
the use of automated decisionmaking by government
7. Conclusion

This paper focuses on the parliamentary and legal implications of
governments using a form of AI: automated-decision making
(ADM), which is deployed in automated decision-making systems
(ADMS). While the paper reviewed a growing body of literature on
the legal implications of ADM, and the broader range of ethical,
social and political opportunities and challenges, little appears to
have been published on the implications for Parliament’s capacity
to exercise its scrutiny and lawmaking functions. Parliamentary
responses to the rapid adoption of ADMS by governments around
the world are in a similar phase, with existing legal and regulatory
frameworks not always being fit for purpose.6
ADM promises many benefits, but also holds significant risks.7
The same qualities of ADM that may improve efficiency,
timeliness and fairness in the public sector could also produce
wide-scale negative outcomes for large numbers of people.8
Leading scholars have also observed that the tensions between
automation and the foundational values of public law are likely to
escalate with increased adoption of ADM.9
The NSW Government has been using ADM for over 20 years: for
example, in November 1999 the Department of Fair Trading
launched a business-name registration process that included a
“substantial level of ADM”10. The Commonwealth has used ADM
since 1994, and currently automates hundreds of millions of
administrative decisions every year.11 Recent developments
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demonstrate the increasing salience of this topic. In NSW, mobile phone
detection cameras using AI have enforced illegal use of mobile phones since
1 March 2020, and the Government is due to release its NSW AI Strategy in
the near future. In November 2019, the Commonwealth Government agreed
with orders by the Federal Court of Australia that Centrelink’s online
compliance intervention (OCI) system (‘robo-debt’) was unlawful.12 Globally,
debates concerning surveillance technologies such as facial recognition
have taken on new significance in light of proposed and existing government
responses to the COVID-19 pandemic.13
After defining AI and ADM and providing some public sector examples, this
paper discusses key parliamentary and legal issues in-depth. The paper
finishes with case studies of selected parliamentary developments14 and
recommendations from the literature on how Parliaments could respond.

2.

What is artificial intelligence?

2.1

Definitions

There is currently no internationally recognised technical or legal definition
of AI, as the term applies to a variety of products and applications, both
current and speculative.15 There is also debate in the literature about whether
the technologies captured under the AI heading may indeed be described as
“intelligent”16, and whether other terms should be adopted, such as
autonomous and intelligent systems. For the purposes of this paper, AI can
be described as “advanced digital technologies that enable machines to
reproduce or surpass abilities that would require intelligence if humans were
to perform them”17. This encompasses technologies that enable machines to
learn and adapt, to sense and interact, to reason and plan, to optimise
procedures and parameters, to operate autonomously, to be creative, to
extract knowledge from large amounts of data, and to make predictions.18
Figure 1: Examples of Narrow Artificial Intelligence19
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According to AI experts, we are currently in the second wave of AI.20 The first
wave consisted of expert systems, where a human expert creates precise
rules for a computer to follow in the form of an algorithm (see section 2.2
below). The second wave is ‘data-driven’, where the algorithms are able to
autonomously improve their performance by training themselves using
data.21 First and second wave AI are collectively defined as ‘Narrow AI’ (ANI;
Figure 1), being designed to perform a specific task such as facial recognition
or product recommendation.22 Possible future waves may see the
development of more sophisticated forms of AI such as artificial general
intelligence (AGI), artificial superintelligence (ASI), and the singularity, where
AI becomes intelligent and autonomous enough to generate even more
intelligent and autonomous AI.23

2.2

Components

Most AI consists of three parts: data inputs;
computations
using
algorithms;
and
information outputs (Figure 2). There are also
three significant “contextual components” of
AI, which are equally important when it comes
to understanding how AI works: design,
development and deployment.24

Data
Data is central to the development and
operation of AI. It may take many forms,
including numbers, words, images and
biometric information. Data can be collected
from a variety of sources, such as data
knowingly provided by individuals (e.g.
names), observations of people (e.g.
surveillance devices), and data produced as
an output of AI (e.g. automated identification
of patterns in large datasets).25 ‘Big data’,
which is a key driver of the second wave of AI,
refers to datasets that differ from traditional
datasets due to what have been called the
‘three Vs’: volume (amount of data); velocity
(speed of data capture and processing); and
variety (different data types and sources).26

Figure 2: Contextual and
computational
components of AI

Design

Development

Input (data)
Computation
(algorithm)
Output

Deployment

Algorithm
An algorithm is a set of instructions designed to solve a problem or set of
problems. AI systems may use one or more algorithms of different types. For
the purposes of this paper, the relevant systems are:
(1) Expert systems: Any intelligence in this system comes from the
encoding of human expertise. These systems are unable to deal with
new situations, or new functions, without requiring additional expert
coding; and
(2) Machine learning (ML) algorithms: These algorithms provide a
system with the capacity to learn over time. By the process of
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identifying patterns in large quantities of data, the ML algorithm is
able to generate another algorithm known as a ‘model’ in order to
make better predictions. ML algorithms are generally classified in
three types:
a. Supervised learning relies on labelled data to train a model.
The model is then used to predict the correct label for new
data;
b. Unsupervised learning does not require labelled data,
automatically identifying patterns and structures from ‘training
data’; and
c. Reinforced learning uses feedback on success and failure
received from its environment so as to maximise a reward
function.27

2.3

Current limitations

Authors such as Professor Toby Walsh observe that there is considerable
hype about AI in current public discourse.28 While significant progress has
been made in producing machines capable of solving narrow problems, AI is
unable to match higher-order human abilities such as abstract reasoning,
concept comprehension, flexible understanding or general problemsolving.29 Further, AI can be “surprisingly brittle”: “[i]f you change the
problem, even slightly, even the smartest AI systems tend to break
catastrophically”30.

3.

How are governments using artificial intelligence?

AI is a general-purpose technology with a broad range of possible
applications across the private and public sectors. Public sector deployment
has the potential to deliver economic gains, increase productivity and
efficiency, and deliver higher quality public services.31 However, AI is equally
capable of generating significant individual and collective harms, including
increased discrimination, economic loss, and decreased privacy.32
To date, areas where AI has been used in the public sector include health,
criminal justice, aged-care, national security, immigration and urban
planning. Adoption of AI by governments is likely to increase given the
significant amount of public data they possess.33

3.1

Automated decision-making

Automated decision-making34 (ADM) is a form of AI increasingly used by
governments across multiple policy domains. Deployed in automated
decision-making systems (ADMS), ADM involves the use of expert systems,
machine learning or a combination of the two. ADM breaks a decision down
into a set of ‘if then’ rules and criteria, so that a decision is understood as an
algorithm (a sequence of reasoning) that selects from predetermined
alternatives.35
ADMS can be categorised into three groups according to how they are used:
(1) ADMS that improve general knowledge or technology through the
analysis of complex phenomena. Examples include improving
climate models and detecting diseases;
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(2) ADMS that improve or develop new digital services in order to
optimise one or several criteria such as time, energy or cost by
making predictions, recommendations or decisions. Examples
include correctional offender management and the automation of
decisions to grant certain types of visas; and
(3) ADMS integrated with cyber physical systems, such as autonomous
cars and smart infrastructure.36
Human involvement in an ADMS depends on where the system exists along
a spectrum from partial to full automation (Table 1).37 Moving along the
spectrum, decision support systems help humans make decisions; humanin-the-loop systems incorporate human involvement at certain points in the
decision-making process; and fully-automated systems remove humans
from the decision-making process entirely.
Table 1: Examples of automated decision-making systems, from partial
to full automation38

Description

Decision support

Human-in-the-loop

Full automation

Facial recognition tool at
airport

Mobile Phone Detection
Camera Program

Centrelink’s online
compliance intervention
(OCI) system (‘Robodebt’)

Biometric data from
applicant

Data

Security watchlist
database

Algorithm

Facial recognition
algorithm

Decision

Customs official exercises
discretion on how to
respond e.g. questioning
applicant, admitting
person to country

3.2

Data from mobile phone
detection cameras
Image recognition
algorithm
ADS automatically
excludes non-offending
drivers from further action
Authorised adjudicator
reviews all images before
issuing penalty notice

Australian Tax Office
(ATO) income data
Centrelink records
Expert system algorithm
ADS identified
discrepancies between
ATO data and Centrelink
records and automatically
generated letter to welfare
recipients

NSW Government examples

The NSW Government has been using ADM since at least November 1999,
when the Department of Fair Trading launched a business-name registration
process that included a “substantial level of ADM”39. Current examples40 of
ADM being used by the NSW Government include:


The Mobile Phone Detection Camera Program (Table 1);41



Mobile Automatic Number Plate Recognition (MANPR);42



Transport for NSW, Roads and Maritime identity fraud detection;



Optimising NSW trains;



The NSW Police Force pre-emptive policing tool, the Suspect
Targeting Management Plan (STMP);



Calculating rental subsidies; and



NSW Treasury’s Data Analytics Centre.43

In November 2019, the NSW Government released its new digital
government strategy – Beyond Digital (the Strategy). The Strategy’s vision is
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to “guide NSW Government to deliver smart, simple and seamless
personalised services available from anywhere, to all our customers”. Three
components of the Strategy are of particular relevance to this paper:
(1) To implement a set of strategic directions, the Strategy sets short-,
medium- and long-term focus areas for each of the eight NSW public
sector clusters. Many of these focus areas involve adoption of ADMS,
or AI more broadly. For example, “predictive and automated customer
services” are a long-term focus area for Customer Service;44
(2) The Strategy highlights recent success stories, such as an automated
SMS patient result notification service for COVID-19 tests; and
(3) New and upcoming initiatives, including a NSW AI Strategy and a
NSW AI Ethics Framework.
Also in 2019, the NSW Government commenced a Rules as Code project
where, in partnership with the DNA Lab and Code for Australia, they are
experimenting “with translating prescriptive rules in legislation, regulation,
and policy into machine consumable languages (code) so they can be used
and applied by computers”45.46

4.

Challenges raised by automated decision-making

4.1

General challenges and guiding principles

A review of relevant literature47 identified four key challenges associated with
ADMS:
(1) Fairness: Data and algorithms used by an ADMS may contain
conscious and unconscious biases;48
(2) Transparency: The public may not be aware of when a government
is using ADM. There are also issues of transparency around what
data is being used and how the ADMS works;49
(3) Explainability: Few people possess the knowledge required to
understand how an ADMS works. This raises questions such as who
needs to know how it works, what parts of an ADMS should be
explained, and whether explainability should be built into an ADMS;50
and
(4) Accountability: The complexity inherent in designing, developing
and implementing an ADMS poses difficulties when it comes to
setting appropriate standards against which to judge a decision made
by the ADMS, and for determining who may be held accountable.51
Other challenges of relevance to Parliament include:
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The importance of appropriate regulation of data acquisition,
ownership, sharing, storage and use for the purposes of ADM;52



Ensuring ADMS function in a robust, secure and safe manner, with
continual risk assessment and management;53



‘Regulatory lag’ as regulators attempt to keep up with the rate at
which AI is developing and being adopted;54



The potential negative impact of regulation on innovation;55
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Jurisdictional issues posed by the development of AI by large,
multinational companies;56



The limited capacity of individuals to know when they are subject to
a decision informed or made by an ADMS, to challenge such a
decision, or to choose to opt out of a process that uses an ADMS;57



People are more likely to trust decisions made by machines than by
other people (‘automation bias’)58, despite the significant amount of
human input into all stages of the design, development and
deployment of ADMS59; and



The confusion of correlation with causation: ML algorithms can
discern statistically significant relationships between data points
(correlation), but are unable to determine whether or not a causal
relationship exists between different data points i.e. a strong
correlation may still just be the result of chance.60

In his 2019 Automated Decision-Making Better Practice Guide, the
Commonwealth Ombudsman sets out guiding principles to be met when
considering whether an ADMS is suitable for adoption:61

4.2



It “must comply with administrative law principles of legality, fairness,
rationality and transparency”;62



It “must comply with privacy requirements and human rights
obligations”; and



As a matter of good public administration, it “should be efficient,
accessible, accurate and consider the needs of any vulnerable and
non-digital ready users”.63

Parliamentary and legal challenges

In a March 2019 speech on ADM, Justice Melissa Perry observed that the
“drive towards automation has changed the way in which hundreds of
millions of administrative decisions are made in Australia each year”. While
she concluded that the overall message of the adoption of ADM by
government is a positive one, in an opinion shared with many other
commentators,64 Justice Perry noted that serious questions are raised by
these developments regarding “how best to ensure the compatibility of
automated decision-making processes with the core administrative law
values that underpin a democratic society governed by the rule of law”.
In November 2019, Lord Sales, Justice of the UK Supreme Court, made a
somewhat starker assessment of public sector use of ADM:
Through lack of understanding and access to relevant information, the power
of the public to criticise and control the systems which are put in place to
undertake vital activities in both the private and the public sphere is eroded.
Democratic control of law and the public sphere is being lost.65

The following parliamentary and legal challenges were identified from a
review of the relevant literature, including the work of Justice Perry and Lord
Sales.
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Does the use of automated decision-making by government need
to be expressly authorised in legislation?
The exercise of public powers must be authorised under law, including the
making of decisions that affect the rights and interests of citizens.66 Decisions
made by automated systems must therefore also be authorised under law.
The question of whether the use of ADM by government needs to be
expressly authorised in legislation is the subject of ongoing debate.
Looking at existing legislation, at the Commonwealth level it appears that
only certain uses of ADM are subject to express legislative provision. A July
2017 ABC article identified 29 provisions in Commonwealth statutes that
delegate decision-making powers to an ADMS. Provisions introduced since
then include section 62 of the Road Vehicle Standards Act 2018 (Cth), which
states:
(1) The Minister may arrange for the use, under the Minister’s control, of
computer programs for any purposes for which the Minister may, or must,
under this Act:
a) make a decision; or
b) exercise any power or comply with any obligation; or
c) do anything else related to making a decision, exercising a power, or
complying with an obligation.

As of July 2020, there appear to be no provisions in NSW legislation that
expressly authorise ADM in a manner similar to Commonwealth law. There
are several provisions which could generally be described as allowing
computers to assist a decision-making process.67
Justice Perry has observed that delegating a decision to an ADMS, in whole
or in part, raises several problems that do not appear to be comprehensively
addressed by existing legislative provisions:


Who is the “decision maker”?



To whom has the authority been delegated – the programmer, the
policy maker, the human decision-maker, or the computer?



Is the concept of delegation appropriately used in this context?



What if the ADMS only determines some of the elements of the
administrative decision? Should the determination of those elements
be treated as the subject of separate decisions from those elements
determined by the human decision-maker?68

On the question at hand, Justice Perry has argued:
It cannot be assumed that a statutory authority vested in a senior public
servant which extends by implication to a properly authorised officer, will also
extend to an automated system nor that authority to delegate to a human
decision-maker will permit “delegation” to an automated system. Authority to
use such systems should be transparent and express.69

Similarly, the Commonwealth Ombudsman has stated:
It is possible for an automated system to make decisions by using preprogrammed decision-making criteria without the use of human judgement at
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the point of decision. The authority for making such decisions will only be
beyond doubt if specifically enabled by legislation. The construction of such
an authorisation should nominate a position or title of a person with ultimate
responsibility for the decision, such as the Secretary of the relevant
department.70

A related question is whether a decision by an automated system is a
“decision” for the purposes of administrative law.71 This issue arose in a 2018
majority decision of the Full Federal Court in Pintarich v Commissioner of
Taxation. The Court held that a computer-generated letter sent by the ATO
to a taxpayer informing them that a substantial amount of their taxation debt
had been excused was not a “decision” under s 8AAG of the Taxation
Administration Act 1953 (Cth), so that the Deputy Commissioner of Taxation
was free to make a later decision. On the evidence, the majority found that
“no decision” was made in the first instance because a “decision” must
involve both the “mental process” of reaching the decision and an objective
manifestation of that decision.
Zalnieriute et al suggest that the majority decision demonstrates that
administrative decision-making is still regarded as an “inherently human
process” in Australia.72 In a dissenting statement, Justice Kerr said:
What was once inconceivable, that a complex decision might be made without
any requirement of human mental processes is, for better or worse, rapidly
becoming unexceptional … The legal conception of what constitutes a
decision cannot be static; it must comprehend that technology has altered how
decisions are in fact made and that aspects of, or the entirety of, decision
making, can occur independently of human mental input.

Should Parliament legislate to control the use of automateddecision making systems by government?
Due to either its flexibility or technology-neutral design, a range of existing
legislation may already apply to the use of ADMS by government.73 This
includes:


Administrative law;



Anti-discrimination law;



Freedom of information law;



Privacy law; and



Sector-specific legislation, for areas such as welfare provision and
immigration.74

Participants in the debate on when and how parliament should legislate may
be divided into three camps: those who consider existing laws to be
adequate; those who propose a more cautious and staged approach; and
those who think that immediate action is needed.75
Scholars who consider that existing laws are adequate hold this position
because they have concluded that the characteristics of ML algorithms mean
that ADMS can “fit quite comfortably within existing constitutional and
administrative law”76. A related argument put forward by other scholars is that
it is too early to determine whether or not new law is required. They therefore
advocate a policy-first approach to ADMS.77
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According to some organisations and scholars, gaps in existing legislative
frameworks already exist. For example, research released by the Office of
the Victorian Information Commissioner in August 2019 found that there is
no current explicit algorithmic accountability legislative regime in effect in any
Australian jurisdiction.78 More recently, in December 2019 the Human Rights
Commission found potential gaps around:
(1) Accountability for “AI-informed decision making”, including ensuring
that these decisions are lawful, transparent, explainable and subject
to appropriate oversight;79
(2) The protection of human rights, such as equality and nondiscrimination;80 and
(3) The protection of privacy, due to the absence of a statutory cause of
action for serious invasion of privacy.81
Scholars who argue for a more proactive legislative agenda cite reasons
such as the potential for significant unintended consequences,82 the possible
adoption by government of ADMS for discretionary decision-making, and the
novel characteristics of AI. Further to the second point, decisions by
governments on when to adopt ADMS are shaped in part by the tension
between the efficiencies that automated systems offer and the value of
achieving substantive justice for the people whose rights and interests are
affected by the state.83 From a survey of the literature, it appears that no
Australian governments are currently using ADMS for deliberative or
discretionary decision-making.84 On this topic, the Commonwealth
Ombudsman notes:
Automation of decisions is an evolving area, and there is not yet clear and
definitive guidance from the courts about whether it is necessary for all
discretions to be exercised personally by a decision-maker.85

Possible developments in international jurisdictions suggest that this may
occur in Australia in the near future.86
On the third reason advanced in support of a more proactive legislative
agenda, practical and theoretical arguments have been put forward to
suggest that the challenge posed by ML to the rule of law is so substantive
that, in effect, there is no relevant existing legislation.87 In 2019, a paper
commissioned by the European Parliamentary Research Service concluded
that AI had been developing to date in Europe in a “regulatory and ethical
vacuum”88. It cited the fact that few legal initiatives had been introduced that
viewed AI in a holistic manner or at a systemic level; nor had any relevant
judicial decisions been adopted.89
Lawyer John Weaver argues that “we are starting from scratch”90 when it
comes to regulating AI because there are no laws that address “machines or
programs capable of recreating one or more elements of human
intelligence”91. Almost all law assumes that decisions are made by human
intelligence. Two features of ADMS that rely on machine learning, and
therefore operate using machine logic92, have the capacity to pose significant
challenges to fundamental legal concepts such as predictability, consistency,
legal personality, agency and causation:
(1) The capacity for independent development; and
(2) The ability to make autonomous moral decisions.93
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Novel features of artificial intelligence
AI can be considered to be capable of independent development if it
possesses one of the following qualities: it can learn from data in a manner
unplanned by its designers; and the AI system is itself capable of developing
new and improved AI systems.94 The capacity for independent development,
and the consequential ability to think differently from humans, is potentially
one of the most beneficial features of AI. It may also enable an ADMS to
make independent “moral” decisions. One of the most commonly cited
examples95 is the hypothetical case of an autonomous vehicle needing to
choose between preserving the life of the driver and passengers or running
over a group of pedestrians.96 A less extreme, but potentially more
widespread, example is an ADMS system designed to assist with triage and
prioritisation of patients in hospital which may need to decide which patient
ought to be treated sooner.97
These features of AI pose at least four significant challenges to the rule of
law:
(1) The capacity for independent development may make it difficult to
establish causality for the purpose of determining and allocating
liability.98 This can be compounded by the complex and dynamic
socio-technical systems within which ADMS may be deployed.99 This
issue is widely debated in the literature – some scholars argue that it
creates a ‘responsibility gap’100 and suggest granting some form of
legal personhood to AI as a way of restoring the chain of causation
and limiting the liability of the owner.101 Other scholars have
advocated the adoption of a human rights legislative framework,
which would not permit reduced liability or responsibility for the
decisions of an ADMS;102
(2) Foreseeability is central to any form of legal liability. This may need
to be amended or replaced when determining liability where the
decisions of an ADMS could not have been foreseen;103
(3) As the ADMS ‘learns’ from new data, the predictability and
consistency of administrative decision-making may change over time.
Where performance declines,104 this may erode procedural fairness
and administrative justice.105 The principle of equality before the law
may be undermined where performance declines or improves, as
individuals with the same features are treated differently over time.106
These challenges could be minimised, at least in part, by application
of governance and design principles recommended by the
Commonwealth Ombudsman;107 and
(4) The logic employed by the ADMS may evolve to differ substantially
from a human decision-maker.108 For example, a judge may accord
different weights to criteria used in assessing the risk of re-offending
or completely ignore variables relied upon by an ADMS. In some
cases, it may even, in principle, be impossible to assess the outputs
of an ADMS for accuracy or reliability.109
These features raise a number of questions for parliament, ranging from
specific issues such as how to define AI and ADM,110 to broad topics such as
what this means for how to authorise decision-making and its delegation in
legislation.
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Translating law into code
The lawfulness of an ADMS hinges upon the accuracy of the code itself as
well as the way it is applied to implement legislative intent. ADM may achieve
more consistent implementation of the formal rules approved by Parliament
than can be achieved by human officials.111 Equally, translation from law into
code may result in the alteration or loss of meaning due to factors such as:
(1) The substance and breadth of the legislation (relevant provisions can
be found at various locations in a piece of legislation, or across
various pieces of legislation);
(2) The structural complexity of the legislation (for example,
preconditions can be conjunctive or disjunctive or there may be
exceptions to preconditions);
(3) The semantic complexity of the legislation (certain terms may be
difficult to interpret); and
(4) Any discretionary elements in the original legislation.112
Errors in translation may also occur due to the fact that programming
languages are more “limited in their vocabulary” than human languages.113
Further, the computer programmers tasked with the translation process
generally do not have relevant policy or legal expertise.114 Recent research
suggests that further work needs to be done to address these issues and,
more generally, bridge the gap between technical research in this area and
the law.115
The law is dynamic.116 ADMS must be kept up to date to reflect policy
changes and legislative amendments to ensure that decisions are being
lawfully made.117 The law is also designed for human decision-makers, who
can be more flexible in the application of the law and take into account
complex ideas like justice and fairness. Human decision-makers are also
able to exercise discretion or make evaluative judgments, such as whether a
person is “a fit and proper person”. In contrast, algorithms are closed
systems.118 As encoded, they may not capture all current factors, or possible
future matters, of significance to the making of a decision.
Translating law into code raises questions for the construction of legislation
and the process of making legislation: should the possible translation of
some or all of the provisions of a statute into code affect the construction of
that statute and, if so, how? Assuming the answer to this first question is in
the affirmative, what advice may need to be provided to legislators for this
end, and by whom?119 A converse question raised by several legal scholars
is, to what extent will the automation of government decision-making itself
shape the rule of law?120
The translation of law into code also raises oversight challenges for
Parliament. Do legislators possess, or have access to, the specialist
knowledge required to assess whether or not the law has been accurately
translated into code? This question is separate, but closely related, to the
issue of scrutinising the operation of an ADMS.
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Scrutinising automated decision-making
Provision of an explanation of a decision made by a public sector ADMS is
important for maintaining public trust in government.121 However, four
features of an ADMS may limit Parliament’s capacity to scrutinise these
decisions, especially when the system incorporates ML:
(1) An ADMS often operates as one part of a highly complex and sociotechnical system, potentially generating “acute challenges [when it
comes to] seeking to identify lines of causal, moral and legal
responsibility”;122
(2) Intentional secrecy, when algorithms are treated as trade or state
secrets, or when data cannot be released due to privacy or data
protection laws;123
(3) Limited knowledge of how ADMS works, its limitations and capacity
for error;124 and
(4) Even when in possession of the relevant expertise, there are human
limitations to understanding the actions of complex algorithms
working with large volumes of data.125
A number of scholars and independent oversight bodies, such as Information
Commissioners, have observed that the traditional lines between the public
and private spheres are becoming increasingly difficult to navigate. For
example, in December 2019, the AI Now Institute at New York University
identified the private automation of public infrastructure (e.g. smart cities) as
the first of seven emerging and urgent concerns from 2019.126 This blurring
of the public and private has implications for the amount of control
government is able to exercise over the design and specification of ADMS,127
and limits the possibilities for public participation in their development and
deployment.128 Further, having outsourced the design and coding of a system
to the private sector, government may not possess the technical capability to
assess any potential impact of the system before or after its deployment. 129
Parliament’s capacity for oversight will depend on the suitability of the
relevant accountability framework and access to knowledge about how these
systems work.130 Scholars have drawn attention to the “formidable technical
and legal challenge”131 associated with establishing a rigorous accountability
framework.132 To be effective, such a framework would by necessity be
resource- and time-intensive,133 a requirement at odds with the speed and
scale at which these systems are being adopted134 and at which they
operate.135 There is also the risk that transparency and accountability may
lose their value: given the complexity of ADMS, explanations may, unwittingly
or otherwise, conceal as much as they reveal.136 These difficulties raise the
question of what level of transparency and explainability should be required
of AI?137

5.

Selected parliamentary responses

5.1

Legislation

Legislation has been made in many jurisdictions to authorise or regulate the
use of AI by government, including:
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(1) Legislation that expressly authorises public sector use of ADMS (e.g.
social security legislation);138
(2) Legislation which indirectly regulates AI (e.g. data protection and antidiscrimination laws);139
(3) Legislation focussed on AI-based technologies (e.g. autonomous
vehicles);140 and
(4) Legislation that directly regulates the use of AI by government (e.g.
algorithmic accountability legislation).141
This section focuses on legislation of the last type.142

General Data Protection Regulation
The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a
commonly cited example of legislation that directly regulates public and
private sector use of ADM.143 It also indirectly regulates ADM through
provisions related to data protection. Article 22 states:
The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based
solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal
effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her.

Three exceptions are allowed, where a contract is entered into, where the
‘data subject’ provides explicit consent, and where authorised by a Member
State under law that safeguards rights, freedoms and legitimate interests. In
the first two cases, the ‘data controller’ must at least provide “the right to
obtain human intervention on the part of the controller, to express his or her
point of view and to contest the decision”. In relation to personal data
collected either directly or indirectly from a data subject for use in ADM,
Articles 13 and 14 require a ‘data controller’ to provide “meaningful
information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the
envisaged consequences of such processing for the data subject”. Finally,
Article 35 provides that, where data processing is likely to result in a high risk
to the rights and freedoms of natural persons, the data controller must carry
out a data protection impact assessment (DPIA).
At face value, these Articles appear to provide for transparency in the use of
ADM. However, their effectiveness is a subject of intense debate in the
literature, and is highly dependent on their implementation and interpretation
by data protection authorities and the courts.144

Algorithmic Accountability legislation
Several jurisdictions have introduced or passed algorithmic accountability
legislation that applies to the use of ADMS by government.145 Some of this
legislation has or will establish a task force to make recommendations on
how to regulate ADMS, whereas other legislation aims to establish a
regulatory framework for ADMS.
In January 2018, New York City Council became the first jurisdiction to
introduce algorithmic accountability legislation.146 Local Law 49 of 2018
provided for the creation of a task force to provide recommendations on six
topics related to the use of ADMS by government agencies.147 These
included development and implementation of procedures for providing an
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explanation of a decision, determining whether a decision was biased, and
addressing instances where bias occurred. In November 2019, the
Automated Decision Systems Task Force (the Task Force) released its final
report. In response to recommendations from the Task Force, the Mayor of
New York established an Algorithms Management and Policy Officer within
the Mayor’s Office of Operations by Executive Order to develop guidelines
and best practice materials for agencies.148 New legislation was also
introduced that, if passed, would require annual reporting on ADMS used by
city agencies.
Stakeholders have drawn attention to several features of Local Law 49 and
the process adopted by the Task Force which placed limits on the
recommendations that could be made, and their potential impact. Under the
law, the Task Force’s work and recommendations could only be advisory in
nature.149 Further, the law in effect exempted law enforcement use of ADMS
from consideration.150 The Executive Order to establish the Algorithms
Management and Policy Officer did likewise.151 Other issues included limited
access to information on existing uses of ADMS,152 minimal public
participation in the process,153 the City’s central role in drafting the final
report, and the inability to reach an agreed definition of ADMS.154
Task forces and other similar bodies have also been established in Vermont,
Alabama and New York State, and relevant legislation is pending in
Massachusetts and California. Legislators are appointed to two of the five
bodies: in Alabama, two members of the House and two members of the
Senate; and in Massachusetts, the House and Senate chairs of the joint
committee on state administration and regulatory oversight.155 The final
report of the Vermont Artificial Intelligence Task Force made several
recommendations, including the establishment of a permanent, independent
artificial intelligence commission with a Representative and Senator amongst
its members.
At the Federal level, if passed, the Justice in Forensic Algorithms Act of 2019
will regulate any forensic ADMS used by federal agencies and prohibit the
use of trade secrets privileges to prevent defence access to evidence in
criminal proceedings. Washington appears to be the first State to have
introduced legislation that will, if passed, regulate all public sector
procurement and use of ADMS in the jurisdiction (SHB 1655).156 As of July
2020, SHB 1655 remains at the Committee stage. Key provisions include:
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A requirement that the chief information officer make an inventory of
all ADMS being used, developed or procured by state agencies (an
algorithmic impact inventory report) that contains information about
each ADMS such as:
o

Data collection, processing, generation and management;

o

Whether the ADMS has been tested for bias;

o

Whether the ADMS gives notice to an individual impacted by
the ADMS;

o

Whether the agency is able to explain decisions made by the
ADMS;

o

Whether the ADMS is subject to appeal, immediate
suspension, and potential reversal by a human decisionmaker in a timely manner;
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5.2

o

Any potential impacts on civil rights and liberties and potential
disparate impacts on marginalised communities; and

o

The fiscal impact, including initial acquisition costs, ongoing
operating costs, cost savings that would be achieved through
use of the ADMS, and any current or potential sources of
funding; and

A requirement that the chief information officer adopt rules for the
development, procurement and use of ADMS by state agencies.

Inquiries

The Commonwealth parliamentary inquiries presented here focus more
narrowly on statutory provisions regulating the use of ADM by government.
The United Kingdom (UK) inquiries consider a broader set of AI-related
issues.157

Commonwealth Senate Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of
Bills inquiries
The Commonwealth Senate Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills has
considered matters raised by the Commonwealth Government’s use of
ADMS in a number of inquiries.158 Scrutiny Digests 1, 3 and 4 of 2020 set out
correspondence between the Committee and Assistant Treasurer regarding
questions raised about two Cognate Bills: the Commonwealth Registers Bill
2019; and Treasury Laws Amendment (Registries Modernisation and Other
Measures) Bill 2019. The Bills passed Parliament in June 2020. Commentary
on these Bills from the Scrutiny Digests is presented here as a case study.
The registry regime created by the Cognate Bills provides for a Registrar to
arrange for “the use, under the Registrar's control, of processes to assist
decision making (such as computer applications and systems) for any
purposes for which the Registrar may make decisions in the performance or
exercise of the Registrar's functions or powers, other than decisions
reviewing other decisions”159. According to the explanatory memorandum,
these provisions were included to improve the timeliness and accuracy of
decision-making, and enable delivery of a high standard of service in an
effective and efficient manner.
In general comments on “computerised decision-making”, the Committee
noted:
… that administrative law typically requires decision makers to engage in an
active intellectual process in respect of the decisions they are required or
empowered to make. A failure to engage in such a process – for example,
where decisions are made by a computer rather than by a person – may lead
to legal error. In addition, there are risks that the use of an automated decisionmaking process may operate as a fetter on discretionary power, by inflexibly
applying predetermined criteria to decisions that should be made on the merits
of the individual case. These matters are particularly relevant to more complex
or discretionary decisions and circumstances where the exercise of a statutory
power is conditioned on the decision-maker taking specified matters into
account or forming a particular state of mind.160

After acknowledging the merits of seeking improved timeliness and accuracy
in decision-making, the Committee requested advice from the Assistant
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Treasurer in response to its expectation that the explanatory materials
“include a more comprehensive justification for allowing all of the Registrar's
administrative functions to be assisted or automated by computer programs
except decisions reviewing other decisions” [emphasis in original].161 On the
second occasion this question was sent to the Assistant Treasurer, the
Committee asked if he would consider amending the Bill to: limit the types of
decisions that can be made by computers; and/or provide that the Registrar
must be satisfied that it is appropriate to use an ADMS to make a decision,
rather than a person.162
The Assistant Treasurer informed the Committee that any ADMS will be
subject to the Registrar’s functions and powers, the requirements of the
provisions under which a decision is made, the existing review provisions,
and the need to comply with administrative and other laws.163 He also advised
that he considered it would be appropriate to use ADMS for the ‘registry’
functions allocated to the Registrar, which generally do not rely on complex
or discretionary matters. No ‘regulatory’ functions that require more
considered decision-making or assessment were being allocated to the
Registrar under the Bills.164
In conclusion, the Committee drew its scrutiny concerns to the attention of
senators with regards to the appropriateness of allowing the use of ADMS
where: (1) there is limited guidance as to the types of decisions that can be
made; and (2) where there is no requirement that the Registrar must be
satisfied by reference to general principles that it is appropriate for a decision
to be made by an ADMS rather than a person.165

AI in the UK: ready, willing and able? (April 2018)
In April 2018, the UK House of Lords Select Committee on Artificial
Intelligence published its final report on the economic, ethical and social
implications of AI advances. The report made 74 findings and
recommendations across a range of issues, including some relevant to the
use of ADM by government. Due to the speed at which the technology is
being adopted, and to avoid policy being too reactive, the Committee
recommended establishing a national policy framework for AI166 and a crosssector AI code for implementation across public and private sector
organisations.167 In contrast, it did not support a national regulatory
framework, concluding that “[b]lanket AI-specific regulation, at this stage,
would be inappropriate”.168 Instead, it recommended that the Government
Office for AI, with the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation, “identify the
gaps, if any, where existing regulation may not be adequate”.169 The
Committee also expressed concerns about whether existing legislation was
capable of dealing with issues such as legal liability, criminal misuse of AI
and data, and autonomous weapons, recommending that the Law
Commission investigate legal liability issues as soon as possible.170
The Committee expressed strong support for public sector adoption of AI:
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It recommended review and amendment of public procurement
regulations to ensure greater uptake of AI in the public sector;



It encouraged the Government to “be bold in its approach to the
procurement of artificial intelligence systems, and to encourage the
development of possible solutions to public policy challenges through
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limited speculative investment and support to businesses which helps
them convert ideas to prototypes, in order to determine whether their
solutions are viable”; and


It recommended the establishment of an online bulletin board to
advertise public sector challenges with the potential for innovative
tech- and AI-based solutions.171

The Committee also made findings and recommendations concerned with
mitigating any negative impacts of AI:


It stressed the importance of ensuring that members of the public are
aware of how and when AI is used to make decisions about them;172



It noted that there will be times where regulators must be able to
mandate transparency, even at the potential expense of “power and
accuracy”; and



It believed that it is not acceptable to deploy an ADMS which could
have a substantial impact on an individual’s life, unless it can
generate a full and satisfactory explanation of the decisions it makes.
This may mean delaying deployment of some ADMS until solutions
are found.173

Algorithms in decision-making (May 2018)
In May 2018, the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee
handed down its final report into algorithms in decision-making. The report
included 15 findings and recommendations covering issues such as
applications of ADM, bias, accountability, transparency and the regulatory
environment. It welcomed the then Government-proposed Centre for Data
Ethics & Innovation (CDEI), noting that the “challenge will be to secure a
framework which facilitates and encourages innovation but which also
maintains vital public trust and confidence”.174 It recommended that the
Centre should be required to report annually to Parliament so that Parliament
could scrutinise its effectiveness.
Other key recommendations for the UK Government included:
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Public sector datasets should be made available to algorithm
developers, in the form of ‘data trusts’175;



A list of where algorithms with significant impacts are being used
within Central Government should be produced, published and
maintained, to aid private sector involvement and transparency;



A ministerial champion should be appointed to provide governmentwide oversight of algorithms used by the public sector;



The CDEI should evaluate and prioritise tools for identifying and
tackling bias in algorithms, such as audits of algorithms; and



The CDEI and Information Commissioner should be commissioned
to evaluate existing data protection legislation, the use of ‘data
protection impact assessments’, and the extent of algorithm
oversight by sector-specific regulators, with a view to making
legislative reform proposals where necessary.
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6.

Current and proposed oversight and accountability
responses to the use of automated decision-making by
government

This section presents a selection of current and proposed oversight
responses to the use of ADMS by government, as made or implemented by
a range of bodies including parliamentary committee inquiries, independent
oversight bodies, the judiciary and legal scholars.176

Parliamentary committees and groups
Different types of parliamentary committees have examined public sector use
of ADMS, as well as AI more broadly. For example:


Select committees have been established solely for the purpose of
investigating AI;177



Other select committees have chosen to investigate ADMS and AI as
part of their broader remit (e.g. science and technology
committees);178 and



Standing committees investigate ADMS and AI insofar as it is
relevant to their role (e.g. legislation review committees).179

Members from two Parliaments have formed all-party parliamentary groups
on AI – the Victorian All-Party Parliamentary Group on Artificial Intelligence;
and the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group on Artificial Intelligence.

Independent oversight bodies
A number of recommendations have been made for an expansion of the role
of existing independent oversight bodies, or the establishment of new
bodies.180 Suggestions put forward in Australia include:


Improved oversight of the collection, retention and use of biometric
information;181



Establishing an independent body to identify key areas for regulation
and response, along the lines of the Australian Communications and
Media Authority;182 and



Establishing an AI Safety Commissioner to take a national leadership
role in the development and use of AI in Australia.183

A broader range of suggestions have been made by international sources,
including establishment of a body more closely linked with Parliament:
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An independent, advisory body that reports directly to Parliament,
providing Parliament with a body capable of undertaking inquiries for
the whole of Parliament or confidential inquiries for individual
Members, and access to a group of experts without having to
convene a parliamentary committee;184



An Algorithm Commission to provide a “vital social resource to restore
agency for public institutions – to government, Parliament, the courts
and civil society – by supplying the expert understanding which is
required for effective law-making, guidance and control” of ADMS;185
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An expanded role for a Chief Information Officer, to make an
inventory of all public sector use of ADMS and to develop rules for
the development, procurement and use of ADMS by state
agencies;186 and



A new AI or digital ombudsperson to audit and investigate illegal and
inappropriate use of technology in the public and private sectors.187

A registry of public sector automated decision-making systems
The creation and maintenance of a registry, or inventory, of public sector
ADMS has been suggested as a key means of improving transparency and
accountability.188 Several international jurisdictions have carried out
preliminary work in this area, including New Zealand, the UK and Europe.189
As of July 2020, no Australian jurisdiction appears to have commenced any
work in this area. In her 2018-19 Annual Report, the NSW Information
Commissioner listed “inventories of machine enhanced decision-making
systems and databases” as one of several administrative practices that can
safeguard the legislated commitment to open government and the
fundamental right of access to information.190 At the national level, the
Australian Human Rights Commission proposed that the Commonwealth
Government should conduct a comprehensive review of its use of ADMS.191

Improved legislative scrutiny
In 2016, legal scholar Andrew Le Sueur identified several ways in which
Parliament could respond to the use of ADMS by government which appear
to have received little attention in the literature.
According to Le Sueur, Parliament “should consider automation issues when
Bills and draft statutory instruments are scrutinised during the legislative
process”.192 Le Sueur proposed a set of questions that could be asked of any
executive power-granting provision, including whether there is express legal
authority to use ADMS if the decision is, in effect, going to be made by a
computer. Two other sources have proposed similar checklists: a 2020 study
commissioned by a European Parliamentary committee which investigated
this issue;193 and the 2019 Commonwealth Ombudsman publication,
Automated Decision-Making Better Practice Guide.194
The most fundamental proposal put forward by Le Sueur is that ADM
“requires us to reconsider what we regard as ‘the law’.”195 In conventional
thinking, the text of an Act or statutory instrument is ‘the law’. When a
Member of Parliament scrutinises a decision-making power in a Bill, or a
similar power in delegated legislation, they are looking at text that may or will
be used to make an ADMS – ‘the app’. Parliamentarians are therefore
scrutinising something that sits:
…between the policy design and the rules that will really apply to individuals.
So here is the radical proposal: we should treat ‘the app’ (the computer
programs that will produce individual decisions) as ‘the law’. It is this app, not
the text of legislation, that will regulate the legal relationship between citizen
and state in automated decision-making. Apps should, like other forms of
legislation, be brought under democratic control. They should in principle be
subject to parliamentary oversight, perhaps like secondary legislation on an
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affirmative (it requires the express approval of Parliament to become valid)
and negative procedure (it becomes valid unless annulled by Parliament
within a set time).196

7.

Conclusion

The use of ADMS by government raises a broad set of parliamentary, legal
and ethical challenges. As argued by many scholars, these challenges are
likely to increase in scope and significance as ADMS become more
widespread and to the extent that these systems incorporate machine
learning algorithms. The 2019 digital government strategy, Beyond Digital,
suggests that the NSW Government has extensive, public sector-wide plans
to increase adoption of ADMS, and AI more broadly. Other relevant NSW
Government developments include the Rules as Code project, which
commenced in 2019, and the upcoming release of a NSW AI Strategy and a
NSW AI Ethics Framework.
As of July 2020, there appear to be no legislative provisions that expressly
authorise the NSW Government to use an ADMS to make a decision.
Further, there are only a few legislative provisions which could be described
as allowing computers to assist a decision-making process. As noted by the
Commonwealth Ombudsman, it seems safe to conclude at a minimum that
the legislative authority for an ADMS to make a decision will “only be beyond
doubt if specifically enabled by legislation”.
There is a range of opinion on whether Parliaments should legislate to control
the use of ADMS by government. While some scholars consider current laws
to be adequate, the majority argue that, at the very least, there are gaps in
existing legislative frameworks. This debate raises two challenges for
Parliaments considering the use of ADMS in society: Are there significant
gaps within existing legislation? When and how should Parliament legislate
to control government use of ADMS? A related issue is the question of
whether parliamentarians possess, or have access to, the requisite technical
knowledge. This pertains equally to the process of making legislation as it
does to Parliament’s capacity to scrutinize the design, development and
deployment of ADMS by government.
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the assumption that a significant part of the task of identifying criminal conduct is being
handled by artificial intelligence”. As of September 2020, the Bill is at the Consideration in
Committee of the Whole stage in the Legislative Council.
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